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摘  要 
 
 























































The geological explorationunit, which mainly engaged in geological survey and 
research, is the basic unit of economy and provide some advices on exploring mineral 
resource for governments and society. After there- form of the Geological exploration 
Units for decades, the internal control issues of geological exploration units is still 
relatively weak, especially the financial control far away from requirements of modern 
enterprise system.In the course of the Group's expansion, along with increasing of foreign 
investment and geological exploration subordinate units operating entities, the financial 
control has become more and more difficult. Under thecircumstances, if the financial 
control issues of geological exploration units can not be effectively improved ，the Group 
can not reap the benefits of economies of scale, which will effectively put a brake on the 
rapid development of geological exploration units. Therefore ，it is necessary to study on 
the financial control of geological exploration units. 
This paper can be divided into six parts：The first part is an introduction, description 
of research background, significance and research ideas with the basic content.The 
second part is a literature reviews, an overview of the development process of corporate 
financial control theory, the theory of corporate financial control were analyzed. The third 
part defines the object of study, that is, only for geological exploration unit of 
state-owned financial control study. The four part briefs Fujian Province Bureau of 
Geology and Mineral Exploration and Development and analysis the current problems of 
financial management and control. The five part put forward specific measures of 
financial management and control to resort the issues of Fujian Province Bureau of 
Geology and Mineral Exploration and Development，tries to be able to make a case in the 
studies described. The last part makes the conclusion and some useful recommendations. 
This article makes several innovations by studying the financial control of geological 
exploration enterprise groups and constructing a financial control framework through the 
combination of case study method and theoretical analysis, which is valuable for both the 
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